The Graph Pricing problem is among the fundamental problems whose approximability is not well-understood. While there is a simple combinatorial 1 4 -approximation algorithm, the best hardness result remains at 1 2 assuming the Unique Games Conjecture (UGC). We show that it is NP-hard to approximate within a factor better than 1 4 under the UGC, so that the simple combinatorial algorithm might be the best possible. We also prove that for any > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that the integrality gap of n δ -rounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy of linear programming for Graph Pricing is at most 1 4 + . This work is based on the effort to view the Graph Pricing problem as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) simpler than the standard and complicated formulation. We propose the problem called Generalized Max-Dicut(T ), which has a domain size T + 1 for every T 1. Generalized Max-Dicut(1) is well-known Max-Dicut. There is an approximation preserving reduction from Generalized Max-Dicut on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) to Graph Pricing, and both our results are achieved through this reduction. Besides its connection to Graph Pricing, the hardness of Generalized Max-Dicut is interesting in its own right since in most arity two CSPs studied in the literature, SDP-based algorithms perform better than LP-based or combinatorial algorithms -for this arity two CSP, a simple combinatorial algorithm does the best.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the following natural problem for a seller with a profit-maximization objective. The seller has n types of items 1, . . . , n, each with unlimited copies, and there are m customers 1, . . . , m. Each customer j has her own budget bj and a subset of items ej ⊆ {1, . . . , n} that she is interested in. Customers are single-minded in a sense that each customer j buys all items in ej if the sum of the prices does not exceed her budget (i.e. bj i∈e j p(i), where p(i) indicates the price of item i), in which the seller gets i∈e j p(i) from the customer. Otherwise, the customer does not buy anything and the seller gets no profit from this customer. The goal of the seller is to set a nonnegative price to each item to maximize her profit from m customers. This problem was proposed by Guruswami et al. [15] , and has received much attention. Let k be the maximum cardinality of any ei. Approximability of this problem achieved by polynomial time algorithms for large k and n is relatively well-understood now. There is a polynomial time algorithm that guarantees O(min(k, (n log n) 1/2 )) fraction of the optimal solution, while we cannot hope for an approximation ratio better than Ω(min(k 1− , n 1/2− )) for any > 0 under the Exponential Time Hypothesis [6] .
The special case k = 2 has also been studied in many works separately. The instance can be nicely represented by a graph, with vertices as items and edges as customers, so this problem is called the Graph (Vertex) Pricing problem. The fact that this case can be represented as a graph not only gives a theoretical simplification, but also makes the problem flexible to model other settings. For example, Lee et al. [25, 26] independently suggested the same problem from the networking community, motivated by the study of pricing traffic between different levels of internet service providers under the presence of peering.
The best known approximation algorithm for a general instance of Graph Pricing, which guarantees 1 4 of the optimal solution, is given by Balcan and Blum [4] and Lee et al. [25] The algorithm is simple enough to state here. First, assign 0 to each vertex with probability half independently. For each remaining vertex v, assign the price which maximizes the profit between v and its neighbors already assigned 0. This simple algorithm has been neither improved nor proved to be optimal. Graph Pricing is APX-hard [15] , but the only strong hardness of approximation result rules out an approximation algorithm with a guarantee better than 1 2 [19] under the Unique Games Conjecture (UGC) (via reduction from Maximum Acyclic Subgraph).
The 1 4 -approximation algorithm is surprisingly simple and does not even rely on the power of a linear programming (LP) or semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation. The efforts to exploit the power of LP relaxations to find a better approximation algorithm have produced positive results for special classes of graphs. Krauthgamer et al. [23] studied the case where all budgets are the same (but the graph might have a self-loop), and proposed a 6+ √ 2 5+ √ 2 ≈ 1.15-approximation algorithm based on a LP relaxation. In general case, the standard LP is shown to have an integrality gap close to 1 4 [19] . Therefore, it is natural to consider hierarchies of LP relaxations such as the Sherali-Adams hierarchy [33] (see [11] for a general survey and [14, 35] for recent algorithmic results using the Sherali-Adams hierarchy). Especially, Chalermsook et al. [5] recently showed that there is a FPTAS when the graph has bounded treewidth, based on the Sherali-Adams hierarchy. However, the power of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy and SDP, as well as the inherent hardness of the problem, was not well-understood in general case.
Our Results
In this work, we show that any polynomial time algorithm that guarantees a ratio better than 1 4 must be powerful enough to refute the Unique Games Conjecture.
Theorem 1. Under the Unique Games Conjecture, for any > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate Graph Pricing within a factor of 1 4 + . By the results of Khot and Vishnoi [22] and Raghavendra and Steurer [31] that convert a hardness under the UGC to a SDP gap instance, our result unconditionally shows that even a SDP-based algorithm will not improve the performance of a simple algorithm. For the Sherali-Adams hierarchy, we prove that even polynomial rounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy has an integrality gap close to 1 4 .
Theorem 2. Fix > 0. There exists δ > 0 such that the integrality gap of n δ -rounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy for Graph Pricing is at most 1 4 + .
One possible way to prove Theorem 2 is to compose our reduction from Unique Games in Theorem 1 with the integrality gap of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy for Unique Games found by Charikar et al. [9] . Our proof extends techniques of [9] directly for our problem to have a more intuitive and efficient gap instance.
Our result is based on an interesting generalization of Max-Dicut, which we call Generalized Max-Dicut. It is parameterized by a positive integer T
1. An instance consists of a directed graph D = (V, A) and a label on each edge lA : E → {1, . . . , T }, where the goal is to assign to each vertex v a label lV (v) from {0, . . . , T } to maximize the number of satisfied edges -each edge (u, v) is satisfied if lV (u) = 0 and lV (v) = lA(u, v).
This problem shares many properties with Graph Pricing, including a simple combinatorial 1 4 -approximation algorithm. There is an approximation-preserving reduction from Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) to Graph Pricing for any T . We prove the following theorems that it is hard to improve upon this simple algorithm for large T even on DAGs, which immediately imply Theorem 1 and 2.
Theorem 3. Under the Unique Games Conjecture, it is NP-hard to approximate Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) on directed acyclic graphs within a factor of 1 4 
Theorem 4. Fix T and > 0. There exists δ > 0 such that the integrality gap of n δ -rounds of the Sherali-Adams for Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) is at most T +1 4T (1 + ). Furthermore, the same result holds even when the graph is acyclic.
It is also interesting to compare the above results to other arity two Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), since whether the domain is Boolean (e.g. Max-Cut, Max-2SAT [13] ) or not (e.g. 2-CSP with bounded domain [18] , Unique Games [8] ), SDP-based algorithms give a strictly better guarantee than LP-based or combinatorial algorithms. As discussed above, our result unconditionally says that a SDP-based algorithm cannot outperform a simple combinatorial algorithm for this arity two CSP (as T increases). 1
Related Work and Our Techniques
Formulation of Generalized Max-Dicut.
Our conceptual contribution is the introduction of Generalized Max-Dicut as a CSP that captures the complexity of Graph Pricing. It is inspired by the work of Khandekar et al. [19] , and our reduction is the almost same as their reduction from Max-Acyclic Subgraph (MAS) to Graph Pricing.
In the natural formulation of Graph Pricing as a CSP, each vertex is assigned an (half-)integer price from 0 to B for the maximum budget B, and each customer becomes multiple constraints on two variables since the payoff linearly depends on the prices. It is shown in [19] that a half-integral optimal solution always exists for integral budgets, so this is a (almost) valid relaxation. However, as each customer becomes multiple constraints with different payoffs, it seems hard to apply current techniques developed for well-studied CSPs to this formulation.
Khandekar et al.'s main idea was to use two well-known CSPs -MAS for the hardness of approximation and Max-Dicut on directed acyclic graphs for the integrality gap of the standard LP. The former is harder to approximate, and the latter has the lower optimum. 2 Generalized Max-Dicut seems to combine ingredients of both problems needed for Graph Pricing. It certainly inherits properties of Max-Dicut including low integral optima, but is much harder to approximate than Max-Dicut by Theorem 3.
1 Formally, (approximation ratio of the SDP-based algorithm) / (approximation ratio of the best known combinatorial algorithm) = 1 + O( 1 T 1/4 ) for Generalized Max-Dicut. For Unique Games with T labels, the SDP-based algorithm of Charikar et al. [8] , which satisfies roughly T − /(2− ) fraction of constraints in an (1− )-satisfiable instance, performs better than the random assignment by any constant factor as T increases. 2 Under the Unique Games Conjecture, the best inapproximability ratio is 0.5 for MAS [16] and 0.874 for Max-Dicut [3] . For the lower bound on integral optima, the maximum acyclic subgraph always has at least half of edges, while there is a directed acyclic graph where every directed cut cannot have more than 1 4 + fraction of edges for any > 0.
Uniques Games-Hardness.
Proving hardness of Generalized Max-Dicut on general graphs is relatively straightforward -proposing a dictatorship test with high completeness and low soundness, and plugging it into the recipe of Khot et al. [21] to deduce the hardness result. The dictatorship test is an instance of Generalized Max-Dicut with the set of vertices {0, ..., T } R (called hypercube) for some R ∈ N. The main question in constructing a dictatorship test is how to sample (x, y) ∈ {0, . . . , T } 2 , which induces a distribution on {0, . . . , T } 2 . In Generalized Max-Dicut, 0 is the only special label such that every directed edge is satisfied only if its tail is assigned 0. The simple combinatorial algorithm samples 0 heavilythe marginal distribution satisfies Pr[x = 0] 0.5, while the solution to the Sherali-Adams hierarchy constructed in Theorem 4 treats 0 as other labels, having Pr[x = 0] = 1 T +1 . The latter distribution had a disadvantage that x and y are perfectly correlated -the value of x determines the value of y.
To show the hardness based on the UGC (roughly equivalent to constructing a solution that fools SDP), we found that Pr[x = 0] = 1 T 1/4 is enough. In this case, we can ensure that the probability that dictators pass the test is large, while x and y behave almost independently. Based on the low correlation, we use the result of Mossel [28] to show low soundness.
The resulting dictatorship test is not a DAG. To fix this problem, the final dictatorship test has the vertex set
the above dictatorship test is performed so that each edge of the dictatorship test goes from the hypercube associated with u to the one with v. This idea of keeping the dictatorship test acyclic is used in Svensson [34] , where he takes (the undirected version of) D to be a complete graph. We take a nontrivial DAG found by Alon et al. [1] where any directed cut has at most 1 4 + o(1) fraction of edges. In the soundness case, if every hypercube is pseudorandom, the soundness analysis of an individual dictatorship test associated with each edge gives a rounding algorithm that finds a large directed cut in D, which contradicts the choice of D.
This style of argument, composing the dictatorship test with a certain instance and solving this instance by the soundness analysis, resembles that of Raghavendra [30] for CSPs, Guruswami et al. [16] for ordering CSPs, Kumar et al. [24] for strict CSPs, and Guruswami and Saket [17] for k-uniform k-partite Hypergraph Vertex Cover. While they require the instance to have a good fractional solution (LP or SDP) but the low integral optimum, we only need the low integral optimum (of even a simpler problem) and our individual dictatorship test ensures completeness and part of soundness. We hope that this two-level technique -constructing a simple dictatorship test for each edge and composing it with a certain instance with purely combinatorial properties -makes it easier to bypass the barrier of finding a gap instance and prove hardness for many other problems, especially those with structured instances.
Sherali-Adams Gap.
On the integrality gap of Generalized Max-Dicut on a DAG, our work generalizes the work of Charikar et al. [9] , which showed a similar result for Max-Cut, in several directions. The first obstacle is to find a DAG with a low integral optimum which is amenable to construct a good solu-tion to the Sherali-Adams hierarchy. Previous works which obtained lower bounds for the Sherali-Adams hierarchy [2, 12, 9] used G(n, p), but G(n, p) with an consistent orientation will not result in a low integral optimum. Instead, we show that sparsifying the aforementioned graph constructed in Alon et al. [1] , which is already a DAG with a low integral optimum, gives other desired properties as well.
Given a set S of k vertices, we define a local distribution on the events {lV (v) = i} v∈S,i∈T . One caveat of the above approach is that local distributions obtained might be inconsistent, in a sense that S and S might induce different marginal distributions on S ∩ S . Charikar et al.'s main idea is to embed them into l2 and use hyperplane rounding to produce consistent ones. The most technical part of our work is to extend the hyperplane rounding to work for non-Boolean domains. It is a complicated task in general, but we use the fact that the embedding is explicitly constructed for two adjacent vertices and it exhibits some symmetry, so that we can analyze the performance of our rounding. For T = 1, our result matches that of [9] .
Organization
Section 2 introduces problems and notations formally. Section 4 and Section 5 present Unique Games-hardness and Sherali-Adams integrality gaps of Generalized Max-Dicut respectively, which can be combined with the reduction in Section 3 to give the same results for Graph Pricing. Remark 1. This definition of Graph Pricing above coincides with General Graph Pricing defined in Khandekar et al. [19] . They presented an additional reduction from General Graph Pricing to Graph Pricing with no parallel edge and w(e) = 1. Throughout this paper, we use the definition above and allow weights and parallel edges for simplicity. In practice, weights can be naturally interpreted as the number of customers interested in the same pair.
PRELIMINARIES
Remark 2. Another well-known pricing problem assumes that each customer will buy the cheapest item of her interest if she can afford it, i.e.,
This version is called unit-demand pricing. Its approximability is similar to that of our single-minded pricing, including algorithms / hardness results for k-Hypergraph Pricing for large k [6] , and a simple 1 4 -approximation algorithm for Graph Pricing (k = 2). Indeed, Generalized Max-Dicut is also reducible to Unit-demand Graph Pricing and Theorem 1 and 2 hold for it as well. We focus on Single-minded Graph Pricing here.
Generalized Max-Dicut. Sherali-Adams Hierarchy.
In its most intuitive and redundant form, a feasible solution to the r-rounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy for a CSP with the domain [q] consists of r i=1 n r (q + 1) r variables {xS(α)} for each subset of variables S with cardinality at most r, and α ∈ [q] S . Each xS(α) can be interpreted as the probability that the variables in S are assigned α. Therefore, it is required to satisfy the following natural conditions:
where α • β ∈ [q] S ∪S denote the joint assignment to the variables in S .
The r-rounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy for Graph Pricing and Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) can be obtained by choosing an appropriate domain and an objective function, while using the constraints given above. For Graph Pricing, if we choose the domain to be [B] where B is the maximum budget, the objective function is the following.
Since p(v) can be real, it is not clear whether this is a relaxation, even when the budgets are integers. [19] shows that there is a half-integral optimal solution. The maximum budget B can be exponentially big in the size of an instance, and a standard trick is to consider only the powers of (1 + ) as valid prices. It loses at most fraction of the optimum. Our gap instance and proposed solution to the hierarchy have the marginal on each vertex supported by a constant number of prices, so they are applicable to any choice of the domain.
For Generalized Max-Dicut(T ), the domain is [T ], and the objective function is
Given an instance and a relaxation, we define the integrality gap to be the integral optimum divided by the value of the best solution to the relaxation. Since both our problems are maximization problems, it is at most 1 and a small number indicates a large gap.
REDUCTION FROM GENERALIZED MAX-DICUT TO GRAPH PRICING
Theorem 5. For any T > 0, there is a polynomial time reduction from an instance (D = (V, A), lA, w GMD ) of Generalized Max-Dicut(T ), where D is acyclic and ndeg 1 , to an instance (G, b, w GP ) of Graph Pricing such that
Proof. Fix an instance (D = (V, A), lA, w GMD ) of Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) with n = |V | and m = |A|. Let G be the underlying undirected graph of D. Our reduction from Generalized Max-Dicut on directed acyclic graphs to Graph Pricing is almost the same as the one in Khandekar et al. [19] with some simplification. Let M be a large number which will be fixed later.
The resulting instance of Graph Pricing is based on the same graph G. Since D is acyclic, there is an injective function s : 
Opt GMD (D, lA, w GMD ). The following lemma shows that the converse is almost true. The proof is given in the full version.
Lemma 1 ([19]). For any p,
Taking M 1 proves the theorem.
APPROXIMABILITY OF GENERALIZED MAX-DICUT
Recall that Generalized Max-Dicut(1) is exactly the wellknown Max-Dicut problem, which admits a 0.874-approximation algorithm [27] as any Max-2CSP over the Boolean domain. As T increases, however, the best approximation ratio for Max-2CSP over the domain of size T + 1 can be at most O( log T √ T ) [7] , so viewing it as a general Max-2CSP does not yield a constant-factor approximation algorithm.
There is a simple 1 4 -approximation algorithm, similar to the one for Graph Pricing -assign 0 to each vertex with probability half independently and assign nonzero values to the remaining vertices greedily. The proof is based on the fact that we can easily find the optimal solution once the set of vertices assigned 0 is given. For small T , we can do a little better based on a standard LP relaxation. The proof is given in the full version. Theorem 6. There is a polynomial time approximation algorithm for Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) that guarantees 1 4 + Ω( 1 T ) of the optimal solution.
However, we prove that for large T , it is Unique Gameshard to improve the approximation ratio from 1 4 to a better constant.
Theorem 7 (Restatement of Theorem 3). Under the Unique Games Conjecture, it is NP-hard to approximate Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) on directed acyclic graphs within a factor of 1 4 + O( 1 T 1/4 ). Together with the reduction shown in Theorem 5, it immediately implies Theorem 1 for Graph Pricing. Besides working on DAGs, the reduction also requires that ndeg be large, but it can be easily ensured by taking an Unique Games instance with large degree. See the full version to see the full details.
The theorem is proved by proposing a dictatorship test with high completeness and low soundness, combined with the standard technique to convert a dictatorship test to a hardness result based on the Unique Games Conjecture [21] . Constructing the dictatorship test has two components -a simple dictatorship test based on correlation and Gaussian geometry, and composing it with a designated DAG. We present the dictatorship test here and defer the full reduction from Unique Games to the full version.
Dictatorship Test
We follow the notations in Mossel [28] . Consider the hypercube [T ] R where [T ] = {0, 1, . . . , T }. Let Ω1 = Ω2 = [T ]. For t ∈ [T ] + , P t is a probability measure on Ω1 × Ω2. Let P be the marginal on Ωi in P t (which does not depend on t and i). We want to ensure that P(0) = δ, P(j)
T from P(0) and renormalize). P t is defined by the following procedure to sample (x, y). Sample y according to P. If y = t, set x = 0. Otherwise, sample x from P independently. It is easy to see that the marginal of both x and y is P. We show that (x, y) are almost independent as T increases. We define the correlation between two correlated spaces and prove the following lemma in the full version. Another component of the dictatorship test is the directed acyclic graph D = (V, A) of Alon et al. [1] , where every directed cut has size at most ( 1 4 + o(1))|A|. Fix a graph D = (V, A) such that every dicut cuts at most ( 1 4 + 1 T 1/4 )|A| edges. Note that the size of this graph depends only on T . We now describe the dictatorship test. The prover is expected to provide Fv : 
Completeness and Soundness
The ith dictator function is Di : [T ] R → [T ] given by Di(x1, . . . , xR) = xi. The purpose of the above dictatorship test is to allow dictatorship functions to be accepted with high probability while penalizing functions far from any dictator. The following lemma for completeness is immediate from the test -for any fixed t and i, Pr[xi = 0, yi = t] = Pr[yi = t] = 1−δ T .
Lemma 3 (Completeness).
Suppose that for some i, Fv = Di for all v ∈ V . The above test accepts with probabil- We use a similarly defined low-degree influence Inf d i for our soundness (see [28] for the definition).
Lemma 4 (Soundness). For large enough T , there exist τ and d (depending on T ) such that if Inf d i (Fv,t) τ for all i ∈ [R] + , t ∈ [T ], and v ∈ V , the probability of accepting is at most 1 4T + 4 T 5/4 . Proof. We use the following theorem of Mossel [28] .
Theorem 8 (Theorem 6.3 of [28] ). Let (Ω1 ×Ω2, P) be correlated spaces such that the minimum nonzero probability of any atom in Ω1 × Ω2 is at least α and such that ρ(Ω1, Ω2; P) ρ. Then for every > 0 there exist τ, d depending on and α such that if f :
The probability of accepting is at most
where the inequality follows from Theorem 8 (set ← 1 T 5/4 and α = Θ( 1 T 2 )). The following lemma, whose proof is given in the full version, shows that it is at most a ∈ (0, 1) . The function f (b) := Γρ(a, b) is concave.
The following lemma, whose proof is again given in the full version, shows that it is at most 
INTEGRALITY GAPS FOR GENERAL-IZED MAX-DICUT
Fix a positive integer T and ∈ (0, 1 100 ). We present an instance of Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) (D = (V, A), lA) (we only deal with unweighted instances in this section and omit w) such that D is acyclic, |V | |A| (so that ndeg 1 ), and a solution to n δ -rounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy such that the integrality gap is at most T +1 4T (1 + ). This result almost matches a simple 1 4 -approximation algorithm. Through the reduction given in Theorem 5, we also prove Theorem 2 -a bad integral solution is guaranteed by the reduction, a good solution to the Sherali-Adams hierarchy is obtained by the mapping lV (u) = i to p(u) = M T s(u)+i−1 (if i = 0) or 0 (otherwise). The budget in the resulting instance is an integer exponential in the size of instances, and our gap works even for a strong linear programming hierarchy where there is a variable for each vertex v and an integer price i.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.
Obtaining a Good Instance
Our graph D is obtained by randomly sparsifying the graph D * = (V, A * ) constructed in Alon et al. [1] , followed by an appropriate postprocessing. D * is a directed acyclic graph with n vertices and m * = Θ(n . It has the property that any directed cut has size at most m * 4 + o(m * ) edges. The first version of D = (V, A) is constructed as the following. V := V * = [n] + , and for each edge (u, v) ∈ A * , put (u, v) ∈ A with probability p := ∆ ∆ * for some ∆ to be fixed later. Let G = (V, E) be the underlying undirected graph of D. lA is obtained by assigning each l(u, v) a random number from [T ] + .
Like previous integrality gap constructions for Max-Cut and Min-Vertex Cover (e.g. [2, 12, 32, 9] ) , D must be postprocessed to be amenable to have a Sherali-Adams solution with a large value. Intuitively, we need to have the underlying undirected graph G locally sparse -if we look at a neighborhood of a certain vertex, the graph almost looks like a tree. We use the notion of [9] to measure how locally sparse the graph is.
Definition 2. We say that G is l-path decomposable if every 2-connected subgraph H of G contains a path of length l such that every vertex of the path has degree 2 in H.
The first version of the instance already has Opt(D, lA) ≈ 1 4T with high probability. In order to make the instance locally sparse, we additionally need to remove some of the edges, but the fraction of removed edges is so small that it does not affect Opt(D, lA) too much. As a result, we get the following theorem. The proof is given in the full version.
Theorem 9. Given T and , µ > 0, there exist constants ∆, δ and l = Θ(log n) (all constants depending on T and , µ) such that there is an instance of Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) (D, lA) with the underlying undirected graph G with the following properties.
• Acyclicity: D is a DAG.
• Low integral optimum: Opt(D, lA) 1+
4T . • Almost regularity: Maximum degree of G is at most 2∆, and G has at least Ω(∆n) edges.
• Local sparsity: For k n δ , every induced subgraph of G on (2∆) l k vertices is l-path decomposable.
• Large noise: For k n δ , (1 − µ) l/10 µ 5k .
The last condition, large noise, is needed to ensure that in a LP solution, even though adjacent vertices are very correlated to give a large value, far away vertices behave almost independently. The meaning of each condition will be elaborated in later sections.
Constructing (Inconsistent) Local Distributions
Let D = (V, A), lA, and G = (V, E) be the instance of Generalized Max-Dicut(T ) and its underlying undirected graph constructed as above. In this subsection, given a set of k n δ vertices S = {v1, . . . , v k } we give a distribution on events
The local distributions we construct in this subsection are not consistent; for different sets S and S , the marginal distribution on S∩S from the distribution on S can be different from the same marginal from the distribution on S (albeit they are close). This problem is fixed in the next subsection.
Let d(u, v) be the shortest distance between u and v in G and V ⊆ V be the set of vertices whose shortest distance to S is at most l. Let G and D be the subgraph of G and D induced on V , respectively. Since |V | (2∆) l k, G is l-path decomposable by Theorem 9. Note that if d(u, v) < l, d(u, v) is also the shortest distance between u and v in G . By the definition, a l-path decomposable graph does not have a cycle of length l, so if d(u, v) < l 2 , the shortest path between u and v must be unique.
We begin by establishing a fact that when G is pathdecomposable (intuitively looks similar to a tree), there is a distribution on the partitions of V (i.e. multicuts) such that close vertices are unlikely to be separated but far vertices are likely to be separated. If G is a tree, it is obtained by deleting each edge independently with probability µ. The noise parameter µ will be fixed later depending only on T and , so is asymptotically greater than 1 l = O( 1 log n ).
Theorem 10 ( [10] ). Suppose G = (V, E) is an l-path decomposable graph. Let L = l/9 ; µ ∈ [1/L, 1]. Then there exists a probabilistic distribution of multicuts of G (or in other words random partition of G in pieces) such that the following properties hold. For every two vertices u and v,
If d(u, v)
L, then the probability that u and v are separated by the multicut (i.e. lie in different parts) equals 1 − (1 − µ) d(u,v) ; moreover, if u and v lie in the same part, then the unique shortest path between u and v also lies in that part.
2. If d(u, v) > L, then the probability that u and v are separated by the multicut is at least 1 − (1 − µ) L .
3. Every piece of the multicut partition is a tree.
Based on this random partitioning, we define the distribution on the vertices in S (actually in V ). For each piece which is a tree, pick an arbitrary vertex v in the tree, choose lV (v) uniformly at random, and propagate this label to weakly satisfy every edge in the tree -an undirected edge (u , v ) ∈ E (swap u and v if necessary to assume (u , v ) ∈ A) is weakly satisfied when lV (v ) − lV (u ) = lA(u , v ) over ZT +1. Note that this definition is necessary for the original definition of satisfaction, but not sufficient.
It is clear that the choice of root in each tree does not matter, and the marginal distribution of each lV (v) is uniform on [T ]. For vertices u and v with d(u, v) L, we say that label i for u and i for v match if lV (u) = i, lV (v) = i can be extended to weakly satisfy every edge on the unique shortest path between u and v (there are T + 1 such pairs). If u and v are close, lV (u) and lV (v) will be correlated in a sense that if i and i match, lV (u) = i almost implies lV (v) = i , while it is not the case when u and v are far apart. The following corollary formalizes this intuition. The proof is in the full version. 
Geometric Embedding and Rounding
In this subsection, we still fix a set of k vertices S = {v1, . . . , v k } and produce a distribution on the events
The difference from the last subsection is that the resulting distributions become consistent -the marginal distribution on S ∩ S does not depend on the choice of its superset (S or S ) that is used to obtain a larger local distribution.
Embedding
Consider ρ and νS defined in the last subsection. ρ and νS both capture the pairwise distribution between the events {lV (v) = x} v∈S,x∈[T ] , but each of them has its own defects. νS depends on the choice of S, so does not yield consistent local distributions. ρ does not depend on S, but for far vertices, Corollary 1 does not guarantee any local distribution consistent with it. However, they are close in a sense -they are identical when d(u, v) L and differ by at most (1−µ) L T +1 otherwise.
The main idea of Charikar et al. [9] is to interpret ρ and νS as pairwise distances between events and embed ρ to l2 with small error. It is based on the fact that ρ and νS are close for any S and νS is readily embeddable to l2. Since the embedding into l2 is uniquely defined by the pairwise distances and ρ does not depend on the choice of S, geometric rounding schemes based on the embedding yield consistent local distributions. Let v(i) be the vector corresponding to the event lV (v) = i. Our goal is to construct k(T +1) vectors {v(i)} v∈S,i∈[T ] such that u(i) · v(i ) ≈ ρ(u(i), v(i )). Following the above intuition, the following lemma says that this embedding is possible with error depending on µ. The proof is given in the full version.
Lemma 7. There exist k(T + 1) vectors {v(i)} v∈S,i∈ [T ] such that v(i) 2 2 = µ+ 1 T +1 and u(i)·v(i ) = µ 2 +ρ(u(i), v(i )).
Rounding and Analyzing adjacent vertices
Given k(T +1) vectors {v(i)} v∈S,i∈[T ] , our rounding scheme is one of the most natural ways to choose one out of (T + 1) vectors -take a random Gaussian vector g and for each vertex v, set lV (v) = i such that v(i) · g is the maximum over all i. Since the inner products of these vectors depend only on ρ (which does not depend on the choice of S), it gives a consistent local distribution.
Fix adjacent vertices v and u (without loss of generality assume (u, v) ∈ A). It only remains to show that Pr[lV (u) = 0, lV (v) = lA(u, v)] ≈ 1 T +1 . For any pair of adjacent vertices, we can write 2(T + 1) vectors explicitly. They are just two sets of T + 1 orthonormal vectors, very closely correlatedthere are T + 1 pairs (u(i), v(i )), i − i = lA(u, v) in ZT +1, such that u(i) ≈ v(i ). With this symmetric structure and a suitable choice of the noise parameter µ, we can analyze the performance of our rounding. The proof is given in the full version.
Lemma 8. There exists µ depending on T and such that, in the above rounding scheme, the probability that lV (u) = 0 and lV (v) = lA(u, v) is at most 1−12 T +1 .
This finishes the construction of a solution to the n δrounds of the Sherali-Adams hierarchy with value 1−12 T +1 . Since Opt(V, lA) 1+ 4T by Theorem 9, it proves Theorem 4 and Theorem 2.
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